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PLACER COUNTY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AGENCY 
MINUTES 

JUNE 27, 2012 
 
The Placer County Transportation Planning Agency met on Wednesday, June 27, 2012 at 9:00 
a.m. at the Board of Supervisors Chambers, 175 Fulweiler Avenue, Auburn, California. 
 
 ATTENDANCE: John Allard   Celia McAdam 
    Sandra Calvert   Shirley LeBlanc 

Tom Cosgrove   David Melko 
    Steve Harvey   Solvi Sabol 
    Keith Nesbitt   Sue Sholtis 

Ron Treabess 
    Scott Yuill    
 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Upon motion by Nesbitt and second by Calvert, the minutes of the May 23, 2012 PCTPA Board 
meeting were unanimously approved as submitted. 
 
AGENDA REVIEW 
Chair Cosgrove noted the amended agenda includes an additional Item 16 under the Consent 
Calendar. 
 
Celia McAdam requested Item 8 be pulled from the Consent Calendar for discussion. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
None. 
 
AMENDED CONSENT CALENDAR 
Upon motion by Nesbitt and second by Treabess, the Board unanimously approved the Amended 
Consent Calendar minus Item 8.   
 
Addressing Item 8 on the Consent Calendar, Celia McAdam explained staff recommended award 
of the communications consulting contract to AIM Consulting.  A consultant score sheet was 
provided to Board Members which summarized the scores from the June 4 interviews for the 
communications and outreach services consultant.  McAdam noted ten proposals were received 
in response to the Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for this contract, and the process was very 
competitive.  Four firms were interviewed; all of which had excellent credentials.  AIM 
Consulting was chosen as the recommended consultant as the proposal that best met the criteria 
outlined in the RFQ.  Staff recommends the Communications and Outreach Services contract be 
granted to AIM Consulting. 
 
Scott Yuill expressed concern that the awarding of the contract to a different consultant is more 
than a routine matter to be placed on the Consent Calendar.  Yuill noted he had heard only 
positive feedback about our previous communications team and questioned whether that was the 
overarching reason staff is recommending AIM.  McAdam responded that the bid process starts 
with a clean slate with criteria provided in the RFQ and those criterions are utilized for scoring 
the teams, which provides an even playing field for all the consultants.  Randle Communications 
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did a great job and was the second-ranked team yet the interview panel felt AIM brought a little 
more to the table.  Alternatively, the Board could direct staff to go out to bid again using 
different criteria by which the teams are scored. 
 
Yuill was interested in hearing from the Boardmembers representing Placer County on this 
matter since they have a longer history with our communications efforts; however, since neither 
is in attendance at this morning’s meeting, he suggested tabling this item to the next Board 
meeting.   
 
Upon question by Keith Nesbitt regarding scoring in various categories, McAdam noted the 
reviewers felt AIM has more experience with transportation projects, entities and funding as 
compared with the second ranked firm. The panel also felt that AIM’s approach/strategy 
development chart really nailed the issues and mission for our communication requirements.   
 
Chair Cosgrove, Boardmembers Treabess, Harvey, and Allard commented about the competitive 
process and noted the positive grading differential for AIM by the review panel.  Along with 
Nesbitt, they expressed support for staff recommendation.   Scott Yuill felt that, while staff has 
done a thorough job on the selection process, he has concerns about the recommended firm.  
Tom Cosgrove asked if there was an interest in tabling this item, noting the contract expires July 
1 and we would be out of contract. 
 
Ron Treabess asked whether either of the County representatives made any comment about this 
item being in the Consent Calendar.  McAdam responded she has not been contacted by either 
representative. 
 
Upon motion by Allard proposed and second by Nesbitt, the Board approved the Master 
Agreement and Letter of Task Agreement for Communications and Outreach Services for FY 
2012/13 – AIM Consulting, with Yuill opposing. 
 
RECONSIDERATION OF POSITION ON AB 441 (MONNING): TRANSPORTATION 
PLANNING 
Celia McAdam stated this item is a follow-up to the Board’s action on AB 441 in February.  As 
originally proposed, this bill would direct the California Transportation Commission (CTC) to 
develop optional guidelines as part of the Regional Transportation Plans (RTPs) to address 
health considerations.  The Board took a strong oppose position to this, with every Board 
Member signing the opposition letter.  This bill has been amended significantly and is directing 
the CTC to compile a summary of best practices in Regional Transportation Plans that are 
addressing some of these health considerations.  McAdam noted that, while they are not 
segregated and addressed as such, our current RTP does include transportation projects that 
would be considered to have health benefits, such as pedestrian and bikeway facilities.   
 
Sarah Mercer of the bill’s sponsor, California Pan Ethnic Health Network, requested an 
opportunity to address the Board about reconsidering their opposition to AB 441 since the bill 
has been amended. 
 
Sarah Mercer respectfully asked the Board for reconsideration of AB 441 and summarized her 
organization’s efforts to promote transportation plans that promote health and equity.  She noted 
the bill has been significantly amended which has neutralized others’ opposition.  Mercer 
provided Board Members with a copy of a letter neutralizing the opposition.  The CTC will take 
the best practices that are happening at the local level and add them into an attachment in the 
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State guidelines so agencies who are interested in promoting health can look at that attachment 
and incorporate any of those ideas that they would like to but if they are not interested they do 
not have to. 
 
John Allard inquired about the California Pan Ethnic Health Network.  Mercer responded they 
are a statewide multi-cultural health advocacy organization and their main mission is dedicated 
to improving the communities of color in California.  They look at eliminating health disparities 
from a broad spectrum of health; from access to healthcare all the way down to improving the 
environments in which we live, work and are active.  Allard asked whether this bill provides any 
funding to compensate PCTPA for the expense of providing this information.  Mercer replied 
there should not be any cost concerns since the CTC will be the entity that will be collecting the 
information on best practices.  Mercer confirmed this is not another unfunded State mandate and 
that it is cost neutral on all levels to provide that information. 
 
Keith Nesbitt asked staff for confirmation that there will be no additional administrative costs.  
McAdam responded the burden is on the CTC and mentioned the bill does make findings about 
the connection between transportation planning and health.  Ron Treabess asked for clarification 
in our options for removal of the Board’s opposition, versus moving to a neutral or support 
position.  Mercer stated they would welcome any support for the bill.  In taking a neutral position 
that would mean the bill is no longer a concern for them, cost concerns raised in the original bill 
are gone and it is no longer a hostile bill.   
 
Tom Cosgrove appreciated the fact changes were made in the bill but that doesn’t change his 
position.  He noted that CEQA and the environmental process does an excellent job of 
addressing the issues of health concern.  He suggested the Legislature would be better focused on 
addressing the $15B budget shortfall issue, and expressed concern about the CTC making 
findings connecting transportation and health.  
 
In response to Cosgrove’s inquiry about Boardmembers’ interest in changing the adopted oppose 
position, Steve Harvey stated again we see the proverbial camel with his nose under the tent with 
this proposal, and concurs with maintaining opposition. 
 
Upon motion by Harvey and second by Nesbitt, the Board unanimously agreed to continue 
opposition of AB 441. 
 
Nesbitt and Cosgrove both commented positively about the intent and sincerity Mercer brings to 
this program.  
 
FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM AMENDMENT 
Celia McAdam noted the Board adopted a Legislative Program in January.  At our May Board 
meeting, the Board directed staff to bring back an amendment to our Federal Legislative Policies 
to seek relief from the Federal regulations on projects to improve the highway system that do not 
rely on Federal transportation funds.  While funding for the Highway 65 widening project 
construction is through local South Placer Regional Transportation Authority (SPRTA), 
McAdam noted the next Board agenda item for Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 
Allocation Criteria would put Federal dollars onto this project.   
 
Keith Nesbitt noted on Page 74, the next to the last bullet, it states to seek new Federal rail 
funding through Senators Feinstein and Boxer for track improvements.  Nesbitt stated the 
CCJPA is working diligently towards an extra train to Auburn and as long as the agreements are 
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in place they can actually start this service before they do the improvements, as early as 
November.  Nesbitt asked to focus on this effort for the next few months to achieve this goal. 
 
Upon motion by Nesbitt and second by Treabess, the Board unanimously adopted the Federal 
Legislative Program for 2012 as amended and shown in Attachment 1, and directed staff and 
federal advocates to represent these positions to our Federal and regional delegations and 
partners. 
 
CONGESTION MITIGATION AND AIR QUALITY (CMAQ) ALLOCATION 
CRITERIA FOR FY 2014/15 AND 2015/16 
Celia McAdam stated this item is a follow-up from the discussion at our April Board meeting to 
look at creative ways to keep key transportation projects moving forward.  With many funding 
sources dried up or expiring, staff pursued looking at Federal Congestion Mitigation and Air 
Quality (CMAQ) funding as a source to fund preconstruction for the SR 65 Widening project.  
As a result, staff is now recommending adopting revised CMAQ allocation criteria for FY 
2014/15 and 2015/16.   
 
The proposed revised criteria would put aside money for the environmental process for the SR 
65 Widening project.  The remaining dollars allocated to the jurisdictions as it has in the past, 
with the stipulation that the minimum amount to Colfax would continue and the two jurisdictions 
not directly adjacent to Highway 65, Auburn and Loomis, would receive the same amount of 
money under the old criteria.  This proposal was reviewed with the Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC) which recommended approval.  With Boardmember approval, staff intends to 
accelerate this process and request early allocation. 
 
Upon motion by Yuill and second by Nesbitt, the Board unanimously adopted revised CMAQ 
allocation criteria for FY 2014/15 and FY 2015/16 to direct a portion of the funds to 
preconstruction for the SR 65 Widening Project. 
 
ADJOURN AS PLACER COUNTY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AGENCY 
 
CONVENE AS WESTERN PLACER CONSOLIDATED TRANSPORTATION 
SERVICES AGENCY 
 
CONSENT CALENDAR 
Upon motion by Harvey and second by Yuill, the Board unanimously approved the Consent 
Calendar as submitted. 
 
FY 2012/13 WESTERN PLACER CONSOLIDATED TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 
AGENCY BUDGET 
David Melko requested that the Board adopt the FY 2012/13 Budget for the Western Placer 
Consolidated Transportation Services Agency.  Melko summarized the operating budget which is 
based on the Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) adopted last year.  This budget includes funding 
for four new programs which, if approved, will operate on a pilot basis for a two-year period.   
 
There is no capital budget proposed for FY 2012/13 at this time since we have not received 
estimates from the State Controller.  Typically staff proposes an amended budget in October 
which should contain the capital budget as well as the adopted apportionment that the PCTPA 
Board approves in August. 
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Keith Nesbitt inquired about the continued funding source for the newly proposed programs if 
they prove successful.  Melko responded we have submitted two grants for Federal funds and if 
we approve these funds they will be reflected in the amended budget in October.  The Bus Pass 
Subsidy Program and the Rural Mileage Reimbursement Programs require a 25% match from 
nonprofits which is factored in.  The Dial-a-Ride CTSA Trips Reimbursement does not have a 
direct match and we are looking at it as a locally funded program.  All of these programs are in 
the SRTP which goes out seven years.  We have a balanced budget for six years based on a 4% 
LTF contribution level.  The SRTP showed a $60,000 deficit in the seventh year and we may 
need to raise the amount of LTF at that time.  Celia McAdam noted the more successful these 
programs are, the better chance we have for obtaining continued grant funding.   
 
Upon motion by Yuill and second by Allard, the Board unanimously adopted the FY 2012/13 
Budget for the Western Placer Consolidated Transportation Services Agency (WPCTSA). 
 
SERVICE POLICIES FOR HEALTH EXPRESS SERVICE 
David Melko asked the Board to adopt Resolution No. 12-02 approving service policies for the 
non-emergency medical transportation service known as Health Express.  We currently have 
service policies delineated within the contract we have with Health Express.  The consultant 
working on our Short Range Transit Plan recommended that we have a set of policies that define 
the program.  In addition, agencies are required to have a set of service policies to retain 
eligibility for future Federal funding. 
 
Staff has worked closely with Seniors First to develop and refine the existing contract service 
policies.  The Transit Operators Working Group (TOWG) and the Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC) have reviewed and concurred with staff’s recommendation. 
 
A Public Hearing was held on May 23 and comments have been incorporated into the final 
version of the service policies.  In addition, a recent event raised the issue of a policy for public 
health which has been added into these policies. 
 
Tink Miller, Executive Director of Placer Independent Resource Services, expressed her 
appreciation for the way her comments were addressed in these proposed service policies and 
recommended the Board’s adoption.   
 
Chair Cosgrove noted on Page 1 of the Service Policies under the Eligibility section, the wording 
is redundant, “individual must be over 60 years old or older …” and suggested the wording, 
“must be 60 years old or older” or “over 60 years old.” 
 
Upon motion by Nesbitt and second by Yuill, the Board unanimously adopted Resolution No. 
12-02 approving service policies for the non-emergency medical transportation service known as 
Health Express. 
 
ADJOURN AS WESTERN PLACER CONSOLIDATED TRANSPORTATION 
SERVICES AGENCY 
 
CONVENE AS PLACER COUNTY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AGENCY 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 
Celia McAdam feels there will be yet another extension – a record tenth - for federal 
reauthorization.   
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We have hired a replacement for Stan Tidman.  Luke McNeel-Caird, a great addition to our 
team, will be starting at PCTPA on July 9. 
 
McAdam suggested cancelling our July Board meeting due to relatively few agenda items and a 
conflict with the California Transportation Committee meeting.  Board members concurred with 
this recommendation. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 10:02 a.m. 
 
 
 
_________________________________  ____________________________________ 
Celia McAdam     Tom Cosgrove, Chair 
Executive Director 


